This release is concerned with corrections to several on-line inquiry programs and one EDB on-line entry/update program.

Error Report 1170

This error report identifies a problem with the Simulated Check Stub screen. The ICHK function presents a screen with information from the Payroll Audit Record (PAR) in simulated check stub format. The year-to-date tax balances, i.e. deductions which have a Group value of ‘T’ on the Gross-to-Net (GTN) Table, taken from the Employee Data Base (EDB) are displayed in the right hand column. There are a total of five possible year-to-date tax balances which can be displayed. The screen allows for the display of only four of these.

The CICS Maps PPICHK0 and PPICH20 have been modified so that the heading of the third column now reads ‘YEAR TO DATE’. The program PPWICHK has been modified so that the ‘Year to Date’ heading is no longer inserted as a value in the column itself, allowing room for a fifth year-to-date value in the column.
Error Report 1171
This error report notes that the message “Warning: Check Disp was Surepay - Pay was sent directly to bank” should not be displayed on the PAR Inquiry Check Address screen produced by function IDSP if the Net Pay value is zero.

Program PPWIDSP has been modified to correct this.

Error Report 1220
This error report notes that when the EDB Inquiry Deductions screen is displayed by function IDED, the screen sometimes indicates that there is more than one page (screen full of data) to be displayed when there is not. Scrolling forward or backward can then produce blank or incorrect screens. The error is caused because not all deductions should be displayed by this screen but the program which displays the data counts all deductions when determining the number of screen ‘pages’.

Program PPWIDED has been modified to count only the deductions which will be displayed when determining the number of screen ‘pages’.

Error Report 1310
This error report notes that the EDB Inquiry Membership Data screen presented by function IMEM displays erroneous data in the following case. When benefits membership data is displayed for an employee who has membership in all the benefits and then the ID of another employee who does not have membership data is keyed in, the new employee name, SSN and ID is displayed but the data values displayed are those of the previous employee.

Program PPWIMEM has been modified to initialize the data fields to be displayed before retrieving data for the next employee.

Error Report 1322
This error report notes that function ICHK terminates abnormally when trying to present the PAR Inquiry Simulated Check Stub screen if the employee does not have an Employee Data Base (EDB) earnings record on the PPPEAR table.

Program PPWICHK has been modified to correct this.

Error Report 1335
This error report notes that there is a technical error in program PPWEDHC. The statement which calls program PPEDTMGR should not include a ‘USING DFHEIBLK’ statement. This does not cause a functional error in presenting the EDHC screen.

Code in PPWEDHC has been modified.

Error Report 1386
This error report notes that the ISAB function, which displays the History Inquiry Sabbatical Credit screen, terminates abnormally if there is more than one record to be displayed and the PF10, PrevRec, key is hit to display the other record.

Program PPWISAB has been modified to refer to the correct data storage field when selecting prior records.
Error Report 1404

This error report notes that when the IRTR function is used to display the EDB Inquiry Retirement/Savings Programs screen, if the employee has ten or more rows of data to be displayed, the tenth row is not displayed on the screen. Scrolling forward to the next screen will not show the tenth row, even if there are more rows, which are displayed.

The CICS MAP PPIRTR0 has been modified to allow for ten rows of data to be displayed.

Error Report 1405

This error report notes an error in updating employee deduction data via the EDB Entry/Update Retirement Information screen presented by function ERET. If two deductions are entered, one of which requires an effective date and the other does not allow a deduction date, and a deduction date is entered for both, the message P0320, “Effective date invalid with this deduction code” is correctly displayed the the incorrect effective date highlighted. However, if the incorrect deduction effective date is blanked out, the correct effective date for the other deduction is also blanked out and must be re-entered.

Program PPWERET has been modified to retain correctly entered effective dates during editing.

Error Report 1452

This error report notes that abnormal termination of the on-line function occurs under certain circumstances when functions ILCR or IOFF are used to display the History Inquiry Layoff Seniority Credit Data and History Inquiry Layoff Data screens. If an Employee ID is on the Employee History Database (HDB) but the employee does not have a record containing data referred to by the screen being displayed, abnormal termination of the on-line session occurs rather than a display of the requested screen with the message P0053 “No data for requested date or prior dates”.

Programs PPWILCR and PPWIOFF have been modified to recognize that Layoff Seniority Credit or Layoff Data records may not be present.

CICS Programs

PPWEDHC

The code ‘USING DFHEIBLK’ has been eliminated for the calling statement for PPEDTMGR.

PPWERET

Code has been added to redisplay previously entered deduction effective dates which have not been modified during the current editing process.

PPWICHK

Code has been eliminated which moves the value ”**YR-TO-DT**” into the deduction field of the third column of deduction data before moving the year-to-date values. Code has been added to determine whether there is a record on the PAR Earnings Table (PPPEAR) before attempting to display bad values on the screen.
Code has been modified in the selection of deduction records to determine whether the record can be displayed on the screen before adding that record to the count of records to be displayed.

Code has been added to determine whether there is any net pay before issuing a message saying that the pay was sent the bank.

Code has been added to check whether a data has been returned from SQL select statements before continuing to retrieve data.

Code has been added to redisplay previously entered deduction effective dates which have not been modified during the current editing process.

Code has been added to check whether a data has been returned from SQL select statements before continuing to retrieve data.

Code has been added to check whether data has been returned from SQL select statements before continuing to retrieve data.

The header for the third column of deduction data has been changed from ‘Type Deduction’ to ‘Year to Date’.

This Map has been modified to allow for ten occurrences of the deduction data to be displayed.

A complete test plan is provided with this release.

Campuses are encouraged to use the base system test materials, as well as performing any other desired local tests.

Installation instructions are provided in a separate document.
Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is Not Urgent. However, campuses should install this release as quickly as possible so as to avoid the anomalies described above.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Madelyn.Sano@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0465.
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